To: Deans, Chairs & Directors, and Faculty
From: Lawrence Schovanec, Provost & Senior Vice President
Date: December 10, 2014
Re: 2015 Integrated Scholars

I am pleased to announce eleven faculty members as Integrated Scholars for 2015. An Integrated Scholar at Texas Tech University is a faculty member who demonstrates significant accomplishments and effective synergy among the major professorial functions of teaching, research, and service. Each of these faculty members has infused the results of their scholarship and creative activity into the learning experiences they provide to students, and their service and engagement activities. This year, 38 applications or nominations for Integrated Scholars were received, and it was no easy task to narrow the field to this group of finalists due to the overall quality of the applications.

Traditionally, each Integrated Scholar is profiled on the Provost website with both a textual narrative and a video. A profile on each of this year’s Integrated Scholars will be published by late March or early April 2015. Previous Integrated Scholar profiles can be viewed at http://www.depts.ttu.edu/provost/scholars/index.php.

Please join me in congratulating this year’s Integrated Scholars:

- Joseph Aranha – College of Architecture
- Peter Dotray – Department of Plant & Soil Sciences
- William Gardner – Area of Management
- Janice Killian – School of Music
- William Lawson – Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
- Jill Patterson – Department of English
- Seshadri Ramkumar – Department of Environmental Toxicology
- Debra Reed – Department of Nutritional Sciences
- Robert Weiner – University Libraries
- Brock Williams – Department of Mathematics and Statistics
- Aliza Wong – Department of History and the Honors College